
Suit Personalization Service by Black Lapel

Black Lapel wants to create a service that would personalize outfit recommendations (suit/blazer/
pants/shirt combinations) to its customers. This service is available to new users and existing users.

Our newest user is John, he’s 24 years old and this is the first time he’s been to the site. He heard
about the personalization service that Black Lapel is rolling out and he wants to give it a go!

He’s going to Vegas for the weekend and wants to look good and keep cool during the day while he’s
exploring the area and at night when he’s hopping from casino to night club.

What questions would you ask John to help personalize his outfit set from Black Lapel?

Create a user flow and wireframes that illustrate how Black Lapel would offer an outfit
recommendation to John.
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Find Your Fit

Find Your Fit is Black Lapel’s new outfit personalization service that takes the bespoke menswear
experience to the next level. The perfect suit doesn’t simply fit a man’s measurements – it should
seamlessly integrate with his lifestyle as well.

A new or existing user can take a short quiz that will place him under one of five style profiles. Our
stylists initially recommend three outfits based on his style profile (and, in the future, his shopping
habits): one Day, one Night, and one Flex (day-to-night) outfit.

User benefits:
• Personalized experience
• Feels like access to a stylist
• Eventually less decision-making
• Fun and amusing

Company benefits:
• Gain a better understanding of users through data
• Capture emails and acquire new users
• Increase conversion by selling more products
• Increase social visibility

The User

John Appleseed, 24

Real Estate Development Associate

Lives in a 2-bedroom in Fort Greene, Brooklyn, NY
Born and raised in Manhattan, NY

Liberal arts college graduate
B.A. Economics and Government, 3.3 GPA

ENFP • Democrat • Owns a black iPhone 5 with a hard case
Listens to EDM • Loudly sings to country music while drunk

Carefree, but not sloppy
Smart, but not nerdy
Independent, but not elusive

Wants nice clothes • Can afford nice clothes
Doesn’t like going into stores • Indecisive • Gets anxious in fitting rooms

Yankees • Giants • Islanders • not a huge NBA fan, but would support the Nets
Uniqlo • J. Crew • Governors Ball • Macy’s • Spotify • Instagram • BK Lager
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The Quiz

Interviews

As someone who can unashamedly spend hours upon hours on Buzzfeed quizzes, I know that I have
a lot of internal bias surrounding personality quizzes. I wouldn’t mind answering a 50-question survey
if it involved a lot of semi-random clicking and a funny GIF at the end result. To help myself structure
the style quiz for this exercise, I consulted ten male friends, all of whom are about the same age as
“John,” about their own thoughts on personality quizzes.

Many of them said they were willing to spend about 10-20 minutes on a personality quiz. Six would
answer a 30-question quiz, while two believed that eight questions should be enough. A 25-year-
old stylist, whom I met at the café where I bought today’s morning coffee, advised that I mask the
“fashion focus” of the quiz as much as possible. He suggested that I ask questions about cars, sports,
and other preferences that aren’t directly fashion-related.

I ultimately decided to make the quiz 15 questions long and evenly distribute the question topics
across personal habits, aesthetic preferences, and other interests. This is much less than the average
recommendation in my interviews, but I had to account for the customization survey that precedes
the user’s ability to add an item to his cart. A suit, for example, has 18 customization options; if
John decides to purchase a suit after taking this quiz, he would find himself answering a total of 33
questions. It seems like a steep number, but most of the guys I interviewed expressed a willingness
to engage in longer quizzes with more questions if the end result was insightful and satisfied their
needs.
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The Questions

1. How much time do you usually spend getting ready for the day?
a. Less than 10 minutes
b. 10-30 minutes
c. 30-60 minutes
d. 60-90 minutes
e. 90+ minutes

2. How do you like to style your hair?
a. Clean, short, and classic, with a minimal product routine
b. Close-cut, no product
c. Long and flowy, occasionally tied up
d. I like to keep up with the latest trends
e. Constantly changing and unpredictable

3. What’s your favorite pair of everyday shoes?
a. Sneakers
b. Loafers
c. Boots
d. Oxfords
e. Slip-ons

4. What do you usually wear underneath your suit?
a. Boxers
b. Briefs
c. Boxer-briefs
d. Commando ;)

5. Pick a song to play on a Friday night.
a. Future – “Jumpman”
b. The Chainsmokers – “Don’t Let Me Down”
c. DJ Snake – “Lean On”
d. PartyNextDoor – “Recognize”
e. Outkast – “Hey Ya”

6. Pick a social network.
a. Facebook
b. Twitter
c. Instagram
d. Snapchat

7. Whose outfit would you steal?
a. Pharrell
b. Tom Hiddleston
c. Jon Hamm
d. Justin Timberlake
e. John Legend

8. Pick a city
a. New York
b. Berlin
c. Tokyo
d. London
e. Shanghai

9. Pick a motto
a. Work hard, play hard
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b. Time waits for no man
c. Impossible is nothing
d. Dare to be different
e. Fashion fades, style is forever

10. Pick a hashtag
a. #yolo
b. #tbt
c. #selfie
d. #nofilter
e. #turnt

11. If you were a car, you would be…
a. An All-American sedan, like a Ford or Chevy
b. An efficient and eco-friendly hybrid
c. A luxurious European sports car, like a Ferrari
d. Rare, vintage, and fully customized
e. A fully decked out 4WD

12. Would you like some ketchup with your fries?
a. Ketchup on the fries
b. Ketchup on the side

13. Your go-to beverage on a night out would be…
a. IPA
b. Whiskey
c. Red wine
d. Tequila
e. Cognac

14. How often do you shop for new clothes?
a. Rarely, I make do with what I have
b. Once or twice per season, just to freshen up my wardrobe a bit
c. Once a month
d. I end up buying something at least once a week

15. Would you like to receive future updates?
a. Yes (Email address field – optional)

The Style Profiles

The five style profiles are divided according to a numerical point system derived from the user’s
answers to the quiz. Each style profile will have three initial recommendations (routinely adjusted):
Day, Night, and Flex.

1. Utilitarian / Minimal: smart car, <10 mins to get ready, Berlin, whiskey, boots
2. Effortless / Casual: #tbt, the chainsmokers, IPA, nyc, work hard play hard
3. Classic / Chivalrous: ford/chevy, London, DJ snake, jon hamm
4. Urban / Trendy: cognac, adidas, Tokyo, #turnt, boxer-briefs, Future, sneakers
5. Eccentric / Adventurous: #yolo, tequila, shanghai, hey ya, oxfords

Ideally, these profiles will grow smarter as the user shops, customizes, and purchases items.
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User Flow
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Entry Points

Search Engine

Direct Link

User clicks on 

link to BL home 

page.

User enters Black Lapel 

URL on browser.

User searches for 

Black Lapel on 

Google, etc.
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Email (for existing users & email subscribers - mock)

Social Ad (FB mock)

Takes user to quiz landing page.

Takes user to quiz 

landing page.
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Wireframes

(Flow-based user interactions marked with , other notable considerations marked with  .)

Home Page

User taken to quiz landing page. Secondary navigation 
appears on hover.

Home - Secondary Navigation
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Quiz Landing Page

User clicks “Start” or scrolls down 

to begin (below the scroll).Kay
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Quiz Page

Blank, filled, and scroll states

User’s 

selections are 

highlighted 

as they work 

across the 

quiz.

Email opt-in (pre-

filled for existing 
users).

User clicks to see 

results.

Sticky progress 
bar appears 
when scrolling.
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Results + Outfit Recommendations

User can share results 
on social media 
(opens in new tab).

User can sign up/log in from this 

point. Logged-in users only see 

the copy related to their result and 

there is no login/sign up button.

User directed to “Shop 

this Look” page. If he 

hasn’t already signed 

up, he can do so later.
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Sign Up / Log In Page

Notification: Sign-up success appears on Results page (disappears after 5 seconds)

User fills out five required fields 
and one optional field (email 
updates)

If sign-up is successful, the user is 

redirected to the last page he was 

on, i.e. the results page.
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Shop This Look

Clicking on the product name 
or photo takes the user to the 
product detail page.

If an item is sold out, the user 
can join the waitlist from this 
page.

Clicking on “Customize” takes the 

user straight to the “Customize 

Now” page (skips product details)

Takes the user back 
to the results page (to 
select another look, 
etc.)
The results are only 
temporarily stored, 
non-users will have 
to re-take the quiz to 
access this page in a 
new session.
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Product Page

Takes user to Shop » Blazers

Return to results by page by clicking 
browser’s “Back” button or clicking on Style 
Profile from user menu.

Suggested products appear below the page, 
replacing the recommendations page when a 
product is added to the bag (reduces checkout 
friction).

Clicking on “Customize” takes the 

user to the “Customize Now” page.
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Customize

Suggested products remain in place at the 
bottom of the page.

Hovering over a customization option will bring up 
its description. The user is automatically taken to 

the next set of customization options upon making 
a selection, but can also navigate using Back/Next 
buttons.

Back to product details
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Customization finished – Add to Bag

User clicks to add product to bag. A notification will 
appear to confirm this action and provide a link to 
Checkout. The user can also access the Checkout 

page by clicking on the bag icon.
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Notification: Item added to bag + Checkout button

A notification appears to confirm the new addition and will disappear after 
five seconds (as with the “signup success” notification on p.12).

User clicks on “Checkout” and is taken to his Cart so he can make a 

purchase. Checkout/measurement process as is.

Alternatively, the user can also keep shopping and access the cart by 
clicking on the Checkout button from the bag icon.

Looking Ahead

The user’s style profile provides an opportunity for Black Lapel to serve up curated outfit and lifestyle 
recommendations within the website and through email marketing. The data acquired from this quiz 
(and its future iterations) can also give Black Lapel more detailed insight on its users and ways to 
further personalize the customer experience in the future. 

When an existing user visits the website, he may see a new set of recommended outfits each month 
or season. His customization preferences can also be remembered and automatically selected when 
he decides to purchase another item in a product category. 

For emails, Black Lapel can send a monthly outfit recommendation and offer relevant (though not 
necessarily style-related) content such as Spotify playlists, travel tips, event guides, tech headlines, 
promos, and other areas of interest that cater to each style archetype.
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